GPS Grant Pursuit Strategy
Grant Guidance for Water Project Funding
Water infrastructure projects are complex, expensive,
and much-needed—but finding funding can be difficult.
Dig Deep’s Grant Pursuit Strategy (GPS) helps
municipalities navigate their way to finding and
receiving federal grant money.

Discover Your Best Grant Opportunities

The Dig Deep
GPS Advantage

Most internal staff are swamped with multiple responsibilities and may not even know
where to start finding grants. While they have extensive knowledge about your community
and its projects, Dig Deep is the expert in getting water projects funded. Finding grants is
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all we do. It’s our passion and our purpose.

THE RIGHT TOOL
Delegate the grant
discovery process

Take back your time. Searching for and sifting through grants is significantly
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more time consuming than people expect. The Dig Deep GPS is an efficient
way to find better grant opportunities.
Improve your odds. Because so many communities need better water
infrastructure and everyone likes free money, the grant process is highly
competitive. Without a grant pursuit strategy, municipalities risk wasting
time and delaying project timelines. By leveraging Dig Deep’s expertise,
you increase your probability of grant funding success.

THE RIGHT EXPERTISE
Dig for funding in the
right places
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THE RIGHT ROI
Take a strategic approach
to finding grants
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Ready to get started?
We dig it!
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Find out how fundable
your project is.
CALL US AT 720.784.4155

We dig deep so you don’t have to.
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Spend your budget wisely. Getting external funding is the best way to
tackle the projects in your Capital Improvement Plan (CIP). Your citizens may
not understand the importance of a water project, but they notice changes
to their water rates. External funding helps you keep water rates low and get
your water projects completed.

Why Municipalities Need a Dig Deep GPS
Our nation’s aging water infrastructure puts everyone at risk. Without Dig Deep, communities can spend hundreds of fruitless hours searching for grants on their own and still see
construction halted or delayed. The Dig Deep GPS is designed to be an easy, streamlined
method to find top grant opportunities.
The grant opportunities presented are selected based on decades of experience and
Dig Deep’s proprietary tools.
The Dig Deep GPS provides key details, deadlines, and recommendations you can use
to maximize your funding opportunities.
Our track record shows that you’re being a good steward of community funds by
exploring alternatives to increasing water rates.
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